INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network treatment guidelines provide minimal guidance about optimal sequencing of the \> 50 treatment regimens (single drug or combination) listed for women with metastatic breast cancer (MBC).^[@B1]^ As a result, patients with MBC who have similar demographic and clinical characteristics can receive substantially different treatments and highly variable treatment sequences (eg, drug 1 followed by drug 2 followed by drug 3). Prior literature has demonstrated that first-line treatment selection has the potential to affect MBC survival,^[@B2]-[@B8]^but limited data are available about treatment efficacy, accounting for treatment timing during the course MBC.

CONTEXT
-------

1.  **Key Objective**

2.  Using a sample of women with hormone receptor--positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2--negative metastatic breast cancer (MBC) treated with paclitaxel, this study evaluates the relationship between prior treatment time, prior lines of treatment, and survival using a novel visualization technique coupled with statistical analyses.

3.  **Knowledge Generated**

4.  Of 234 women receiving paclitaxel post-MBC diagnosis, the visualization technique displayed an inverse relationship between post-paclitaxel overall survival and timing of paclitaxel administration within the treatment course. In adjusted models, each year on treatment prior to paclitaxel was associated with a 16% increased hazard of death after paclitaxel (hazard ratio, 1.16; 95% CI, 1.05 to 1.29).

5.  **Relevance**

6.  Overall survival may be dependent on when a specific drug is received in the course of treatment, highlighting potential benefit based on treatment timing. Prior time on treatment should be considered as a stratifying factor in randomized trials and a confounding factor when examining survival in observational data.

In a SEER-linked Medicare evaluation, 56% of 6,639 patients with MBC received a treatment sequence that \< 10 other patients received.^[@B9]^ This heterogeneity, in which patients experience variations in duration of prior treatment and specific treatments received, is problematic. Patients who demonstrate chemotherapy resistance are less likely to have future therapeutic response.^[@B10]^ Banerji et al^[@B11]^ reported that the best predictor of response to third-line therapy was response to previous therapies in a small sample of patients with MBC (N = 149). In this study, patients who experienced progression on first- and second-line therapies had a third-line response rate of 20% compared with a third-line response rate of 45% in patients who responded to either prior therapeutic line.^[@B11]^ In a different, larger study of 7,767 patients with MBC, Ray et al^[@B12]^ found that treatment duration decreased with each subsequent therapy, with a mean first-line treatment duration of 163 days compared with a mean fourth-line treatment duration of 130 days. Despite evidence that treatment history influences outcomes, traditional clinical trial data typically include the proportion of patients with 1, 2, or ≥ 3 prior lines of therapy rather than detailed data on type or duration of treatments administered before or after the study drug.^[@B13]-[@B15]^ Furthermore, these clinical variables traditionally are not used when analyzing cancer treatment efficacy in either observational studies or clinical trials.

This study seeks to evaluate the timing of administration of paclitaxel, the most common chemotherapy in estrogen receptor (ER)--positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)--negative MBC, and the relationship between time on prior treatment and overall survival (OS) after treatment with paclitaxel. We evaluated this relationship in patients with ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC using both a novel visualization approach and traditional statistical techniques. We hypothesized that treatment context, including time on prior treatments, would affect OS in MBC.

PATIENTS AND METHODS {#s2}
====================

Study Design and Data {#s3}
---------------------

This retrospective cohort study used the nationwide, electronic health record--derived Flatiron Health de-identified database, composed of patient-level structured and unstructured data curated via technology-enabled abstraction. The real-world data set includes de-identified data from \> 280 cancer clinics (approximately 800 sites of care), representing more than 2.2 million patients with cancer, available for analysis across the United States.^[@B16],[@B17]^ This study evaluated a breast cancer cohort using (1) a novel, qualitative, visualization approach to examine the relationship between treatments prior to paclitaxel and treatment duration and OS; and (2) traditional quantitative statistical methods to assess the relationship between prior treatment and OS. The University of Alabama at Birmingham institutional review board and Copernicus institutional review board approved this study.

Study Sample {#s4}
------------

Our study population included women with MBC whose primary breast cancer was diagnosed in 1980 or later. Women with ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC with distant (not breast or axillary lymph node) metastasis in 2014 and subsequent treatment with paclitaxel were included. The year 2014 was selected to ensure that all patients would have consistent guideline-based treatment options. The selection of a single year also ensured the availability of 5-year follow-up and minimized the variation in available therapies over time. ER and HER2 statuses were identified using the biomarker data set. Consistent ER and HER2 diagnoses across all patient records were required to ensure diagnostic accuracy. The cohort excluded patients who were male, were age \< 18 years, had primary breast cancer diagnosed before 1980, and had missing or suspected erroneous data for diagnosis or treatments (eg, no treatment data, treatments not typically used for patients with breast cancer). Additional details about the algorithm for inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in Appendix [Figure A1](#fA.1){ref-type="fig"}.

Outcome Measures {#s5}
----------------

The primary outcome was OS, defined as time from initiation of drug of interest in the metastatic setting to death as a result of any cause. The secondary outcomes were treatment duration and real-world progression-free survival (PFS).^[@B18]-[@B20]^ Patients were followed for a maximum of 70 months, to censoring or end of study (last available data date).

Treatment Characterization {#s6}
--------------------------

All treatments after primary breast cancer diagnosis were identified using generic drug names from the medications administered (infusion/oral therapies) or ordered (oral therapies only) real-world data sets. Treatment duration was calculated on the basis of the initial administered/ordered date until death or 30 days after the final administered/ordered date for patients whose data were censored. Instances in which a gap of \> 6 months existed between administered/ordered dates for a single drug resulted in the categorization of the drug as a separate treatment. This rule did not apply to endocrine therapies because of the ability to prescribe 90-day supplies with refills. Real-world PFS was measured from the initial administered/ordered date until the date of progression reported within the database. Real-world PFS was based upon clinician documentation of disease burden, as previously described.^[@B18]-[@B20]^

Visualization and Qualitative Analysis {#s7}
--------------------------------------

A composite treatment graphic for all patients was created and displayed using a novel visualization technique. Individual patients were represented on the *y*-axis, and treatment time, on the *x*-axis. Specific treatments were represented by a color-coded treatment bar, with paclitaxel after metastasis in black, endocrine therapy in shades of red, chemotherapy in shades of blue, HER2-targeted therapy in shades of green, and other targeted therapies in shades of orange. Treatment gaps and time between treatment termination and death/censoring were represented by white space. For each patient, treatments administered concurrently were represented by up to 4 different colors stacked within a single treatment bar. A Kaplan-Meier curve was generated as a function of time from paclitaxel to death or censoring and was overlaid on the visualization graphic. To qualitatively assess both timing of paclitaxel within the course of MBC treatment and OS, time zero was defined as the initial diagnosis of breast cancer for both recurrent and de novo MBC ([Fig 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Gaps between time 0 and the initial drug therapy could include surgery or other nondrug treatments. Subsequently, to qualitatively to determine the association between survival and paclitaxel treatment patterns, time zero was defined as the initiation of paclitaxel in the metastatic setting, with previous treatments on the left side of the *y*-axis and treatments given after paclitaxel initiation on the right side of the *y*-axis. Two primary visualizations were generated. The first visualization was sorted by OS ([Fig 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), and the second was sorted by time on treatment ([Fig 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). To assess data validity across time and chemotherapy type, the visualization approach was repeated for patients receiving paclitaxel in 2013 and 2015 as well as for patients receiving capecitabine in 2014 (Appendix [Figs A2](#fA.2){ref-type="fig"}-[A4](#fA.4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Treatment of patients who received paclitaxel after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2014. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initial treatment of any stage breast cancer at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to overall survival from initial breast cancer diagnosis, with longest survival on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.](CCI.20.00008f1){#f1}

![Treatment of patients who received paclitaxel after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2014. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initiation of paclitaxel at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to overall survival from initiation of paclitaxel, with longest survival on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.](CCI.20.00008f2){#f2}

![Treatment of patients who received paclitaxel after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2014. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initiation of paclitaxel at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to time on treatment from initiation of paclitaxel, with longest time on treatment on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.](CCI.20.00008f3){#f3}

Statistical Analysis {#s8}
--------------------

Descriptive statistics were calculated using medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs) or frequencies. The median OS from paclitaxel initiation after metastatic diagnosis was calculated using the Kaplan-Meier estimator. Medians and IQRs of paclitaxel treatment duration were calculated. Associations between treatment duration and number of treatments prior to paclitaxel and OS were evaluated using hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% CIs from Cox proportional hazards models. Unadjusted models and models adjusting for site of metastasis, ethnicity, and age at paclitaxel initiation were quantified. Sensitivity analyses examining the same outcomes were performed using (1) patients with MBC receiving paclitaxel in 2013 and 2015, and (2) patients receiving capecitabine in the metastatic setting after a MBC diagnosis in 2014. A subset analysis was conducted to examine patients with documented disease progression while on paclitaxel. Median (IQR) treatment duration, PFS, and the association between treatment duration and real-world progression after paclitaxel initiation were examined.^[@B18],[@B19]^ All data preparation and analysis were accomplished using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS {#s9}
=======

Sample Demographics {#s10}
-------------------

We identified 234 women receiving paclitaxel after diagnosis of ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC in 2014. Population and sample demographic and clinical characteristics are listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Our sample of patients who received paclitaxel reflected the entire population of patients with ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC included in the Flatiron Health database. The median age at primary breast cancer diagnosis was 57 years (IQR, 48-66 years). The sample was predominantly white (69%), and most had recurrent MBC (63%).

###### 

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Patients With ER-Positive/HER2-Negative Metastatic Breast Cancer Included in the Flatiron Health Database and Our Study Sample for Analysis

![](CCI.20.00008t1)

Qualitative Results {#s11}
-------------------

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} displays the timing of paclitaxel use within the overall course of treatment of MBC. Within this image, paclitaxel (denoted by the black bars) is displayed at different times through the treatment course, highlighting the variability in timing of delivery. Patients with longer survival from initial diagnosis commonly had prolonged duration of endocrine therapy prior to paclitaxel and other chemotherapies. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} qualitatively demonstrates that patients who received treatments for longer durations prior to paclitaxel initiation in 2014 had less remaining survival time compared with those who received paclitaxel earlier in their treatment course (ie, shorter time on treatment prior to receiving paclitaxel). This is reflected by the group of patients on the top of the image (shorter post-paclitaxel survival) having longer pretreatment than those on the bottom of the image (longer post-paclitaxel survival). Often, patients at the top of the image had overall length of time on any treatment similar to that of patients at the bottom of the image, who appeared to have better post-paclitaxel survival. Within this image, the time on paclitaxel does not increase for patients at the bottom of the image. Rather, many of those with the greatest time on paclitaxel are within the top half of the image. The relationships between time on paclitaxel and either prior treatment or OS are less visually apparent using [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In this image, the pre-paclitaxel and post-paclitaxel treatments are variable for all paclitaxel time on treatment, without a clear pattern from the top to the bottom of the image. Similar relationships were observed for patients receiving paclitaxel in 2013 (n = 239; Appendix [Fig A2](#fA.2){ref-type="fig"}) and 2015 (n = 226; Appendix [Fig A3](#fA.3){ref-type="fig"}). For patients receiving capecitabine in 2014, the relationship between prior treatment time and survival was less apparent (n = 220; Appendix [Fig A4](#fA.4){ref-type="fig"}).

Quantitative Results {#s12}
--------------------

The median OS after paclitaxel initiation for all patients with ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC was 20 months (IQR, 8-53 months; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Cox proportional hazards model results are listed in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. For every year increase on treatments given prior to paclitaxel, the hazard of death after paclitaxel initiation increased 16% (HR, 1.16; 95% CI, 1.05 to 1.29). Results were comparable when assessing the relationship between OS and number of prior treatment lines. An increased hazard of death was observed for patients with 1 prior treatment (HR, 1.71; 95% CI, 1.03 to 2.84), 2 prior treatments (HR, 1.30; 95% CI, 0.77 to 2.21), and ≥ 3 treatments (HR, 2.23; 95% CI, 1.42 to 3.53) compared with those who had no prior treatment. Similar relationships between prior treatment duration and OS were observed among those receiving paclitaxel who experienced metastasis in 2013 (HR, 1.12; 95% CI, 1.03 to 1.22) and in 2015 (HR, 1.30; 95% CI, 1.16 to 1.47). Though estimates showed the same directionality, no significant relationship was found between prior treatment time and OS in patients receiving capecitabine who experienced metastasis in 2014 (HR, 1.04; 95% CI, 0.93 to 1.17).

###### 

Cox Proportional Hazards Model Results Evaluating the Association Between Prior Treatment and OS From Paclitaxel in 2014, 2013, and 2015 or From Capecitabine Initiation in 2014

![](CCI.20.00008t2)

The majority of patients (71%) had a documented progression on paclitaxel. The median duration of paclitaxel treatment and the median real-world PFS in this subset (n = 165) were 4 months (IQR, 3-6 months) and 6 months (IQR, 3-11 months), respectively. A relationship between prior treatment and real-world progression also was observed (HR, 1.13; 95% CI, 1.03 to 1.24).

DISCUSSION {#s13}
==========

Edward Tufte, a pioneer in data visualization, wrote, "Graphics reveal data. Indeed, graphics can be more precise and revealing than conventional statistical computations."^[@B21](p13)^ This visualization approach displays the big picture of cancer treatment rather than a single treatment line or time point. Survival after paclitaxel in this study, for all patients receiving paclitaxel, was 20 months. This compares with 22 months reported for weekly paclitaxel in patients with ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC who received at least one prior line of hormone therapy and no prior chemotherapy.^[@B22]^ In other MBC studies evaluating patients with both ER-positive and ER-negative cancers, post-paclitaxel survival ranged from 15-16 months.^[@B23],[@B24]^ These studies had different population enrolled and did not include specific details of prior treatments, which may have confounded results, given that our study demonstrated that patients with longer post-paclitaxel OS had a much briefer clinical course leading up to receipt of paclitaxel. This relationship was less prominent for capecitabine, which may have been secondary to the relatively few patients who received capecitabine very early in the course of their disease. Although the relationship between prior treatment and survival is intuitive for clinicians, who expect less robust responses to treatment later in the disease course, current reporting of clinical trial outcomes uses a standard Kaplan-Meier curve without consideration of prior number of treatments or time on those treatments. Although large phase III trial randomization can balance prestudy treatment, sufficient sample size is needed to ensure similar baseline characteristics.^[@B25]^ Therefore, interpretation of small randomized trials and nonrandomized, single-arm studies may be limited when type and duration of prior treatment are not incorporated. Given that the hazard of death after paclitaxel initiation increased 16% per year in this study, omitting pretreatment contextual details has the potential to confound results. This approach may result in observed survival benefits merely reflecting early versus late receipt of treatment. Thus, we advocate for randomization schemes that account for time on previous treatment and statistical models that account for confounding by prior treatment duration.

Even with balanced treatment arms, contextual data are valuable for clinicians when considering patient similarity to the study population in terms of previous treatment type and duration. Current clinical trials are not designed to capture the entire disease course and thus do not often report on details of prior or subsequent therapies. Therefore, this information is not often integrated into trial interpretation---for instance, to examine the heterogeneity of effects. However, future clinical trials should capture these rich data elements for the invaluable contextual information they provide. This is especially important for clinicians during clinical encounters, when they interpret clinical trial results for application to individual patients.

The visualization of paclitaxel use in metastatic disease from initial diagnosis shown in [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} highlights the heterogeneity of specific drug use, which may contribute to previously reported challenges of using PFS as a surrogate endpoint for long-term survival in MBC.^[@B26]^ This imperfect relationship is supported by [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} in this analysis, in which patients are sorted by time on treatment as a surrogate for PFS. In a meta-analysis of 51 oncology drug trials, nearly half showed benefit in PFS without a corresponding benefit in OS.^[@B27]^ In ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC, \> 90% of randomized controlled trials showed no significant improvements in both PFS and OS.^[@B28]^ Further evaluation of this relationship is warranted, with additional attention to the pre- and poststudy treatments received by patients.

This visualization methodology can be deployed to evaluate patterns of care for patients with cancer receiving sequential treatments. For example, this approach could be used to assess adoption of specific novel therapies over time, using images with patients receiving treatment in different years, to evaluate the proportion of patients with specific first-line therapies (eg, endocrine therapy first) or to ascertain which chemotherapeutic agents have the longest duration of treatment. Visualization, when used in conjunction with traditional statistical analysis, has the potential to enhance our understanding of these complex treatment questions.

This study has several limitations. No validated method of deriving comorbidities from electronic health record data are available, so comorbidities were not accounted for in our model. This may overestimate the relationship between OS after paclitaxel initiation and prior treatment. Qualitatively, treatment duration was used in this study as a proxy for PFS, which may not fully capture the relationship between prior treatment duration, PFS, and OS within the visualizations. However, relatively few patients (29%) changed treatments for reasons other than progression. This visualization approach does not account for other biologic variables contributing to PFS and OS, like genetic tumor alterations. Shortened survival after late delivery of paclitaxel may be secondary to additional mutation development that renders the disease refractory to chemotherapy. Additional evaluation of the biologic factors contributing to findings observed in this study is needed, as is future work to evaluate treatment and survival patterns for tumors with differing mutation profiles. The analysis on prior lines of therapy did not differentiate whether the patient had chemotherapy or hormone therapy prior to paclitaxel, which may differ in the effect on post-paclitaxel survival. This lack of differentiation may contribute to the similar results found for the impact of 1 or 2 prior lines of therapy compared with no prior therapy on post-paclitaxel survival. The evaluation of the sequence of specific medications is inherently complex, and more research is needed on how individual sequences affect OS. Finally, this analysis was conducted before the introduction of cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 inhibitors, which are now considered part of standard care for ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC. Phase III trials have demonstrated benefits of cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 inhibitors as first-line treatments,^[@B4],[@B5]^ and in later lines of therapy.^[@B6]-[@B8]^ The order of and use of specific agents remain controversial, making these ideal topics for further evaluation using visualization techniques. Although this study was limited to ER-positive/HER2-negative MBC, our visualization could be applied to other cancers with treatment duration or sequencing variability to better understand treatment context.

In summary, visualizing paclitaxel in the context of the disease course demonstrates an association between time on prior therapy and both PFS and OS. This result highlights the potential for an OS benefit to be observed merely on the basis of early versus late receipt of treatment if treatment arms are not balanced. Future trials should consider stratifying according to prior time on treatment and displaying the treatment context to aid in interpretation of results. This visualization approach can enhance our capacity to harness the power of patient-level data to better understand treatment patterns and their influence on survival outcomes. Considerations of treatment sequencing when studying treatment repercussions will be increasingly important as new US Food and Drug Administration--approved medications are incorporated into existing treatment paradigms.
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FIG A1.Study sample exclusion cascade. ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.FIG A2.Treatment of patients who received paclitaxel after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2013. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initiation of paclitaxel at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to overall survival from initiation of paclitaxel, with longest survival on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.FIG A3.Treatment of patients who received paclitaxel after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2015. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initiation of paclitaxel at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to overall survival from initiation of paclitaxel, with longest survival on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.FIG A4.Treatment of patients who received capecitabine after diagnosis of metastatic disease in 2014. The *x*-axis includes time in years with initiation of capecitabine at time zero. The *y*-axis includes individual patients. Image is sorted according to overall survival from initiation of capecitabine, with longest survival on the bottom. FU, fluorouracil; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.
